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Explicit expressions for the (n 1 1) primitive idempotents in FG (the group
algebra of the cyclic group G of order pn (p odd prime, n . 1) over the finite field
F of prime power order q where q is a primitive root modulo pn) are obtained.
The minimum distance, the dimension, and the generating polynomial of the (n 1
1) minimum codes generated by the primitive idempotents are also obtained.  1997
Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let G 5 Cm be a finite cyclic group of order m and F(5 GF(q)) be a
field of prime power order q with (q, m) 5 1, where (a, b) denotes the
g.c.d. of a and b. Then FG, the group algebra of G over the field F, is
semisimple. The minimal codes of length m over F are the ideals of FG
generated by primitive idempotents. Let t be the multiplicative order of q
modulo m. Consider the set
S 5 h0, 1, 2, . . . , m 2 1j.
For a, b [ S, say that a p b if a ; bqi (mod m) for some integer i $ 0.
This relation is an equivalence relation on the set S and partitions the
set S into equivalence classes. Each such equivalence class is called a q-
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cyclotomic coset mod m. Observe that the q-cyclotomic coset containing
s [ S is
Vs 5 hs, qs, . . . , qts21sj,
where ts is the smallest positive integer with sqts ; s(mod m). Each cyclo-
tomic coset is associated with an irreducible polynomial in the semisimple
ring F[x]/kxm 2 1l > FG; in turn each of these irreducible polynomials
p(x) is associated with a minimal ideal in F[x]/kxm 2 1l generated by (xm 2
1)/p(x). Therefore, the number of minimal ideals, which is also the number
of primitive idempotents, is the number of q-cyclotomic cosets mod m. It
is well known that 1 # t # f(m) (the Euler f function). If t 5 1 then
q ; 1 (mod m). Then m is the number of distinct q-cyclotomic cosets mod
m, and hence FG has m primitive idempotents. Theorem 2.1 gives explicit
expressions for these primitive idempotents. When t 5 f(m), then m 5 2,
4, pn or 2pn for some odd prime p and integer n $ 1 [4, p. 76]. In case
m 5 2, 4, the primitive idempotents are listed in Example 2.2. In case
m 5 pn, the explicit expressions for primitive idempotents are given in
Theorem 3.5. The case m 5 2pn is interesting in itself and is dealt with in
a subsequent paper. As applications of these results we describe minimal
codes of length pn, BCH and RS codes in Section 4. For a 5 o ag ? g [
FG, support of a is a finite subset supp(a) 5 hg [ G u ag ? 0j of G.
2. PRIMITIVE IDEMPOTENTS IN FCm , WHEN q 5 mG 1 1
In this section we assume that G 5 kgl 5 Cm is a finite cyclic group of
order m. F is a field of order q with (q, m) 5 1 and q 5 mG 1 1 for some
integer G $ 0.







aijg j, 0 # i # m 2 1,
where a is a primitive mth root of unity in F.
Proof. Since q has order 1 mod m, there are m distinct q-cyclotomic






aijg j, for 0 # i # m 2 1
are m primitive idempotents in FCm .
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It is easy to see that e0 5 1/m o
m21
j50 g j is an idempotent. The sum of the
coefficients of g j in e0 is 1. For i 5 1, 2, . . . , m 2 1 the sum of the









m Faim 2 1ai 2 1 G5 0.
Consequently for 1 # i # m 2 1, e0 ? ei 5 0.
Consider ei , ej for 1 # i # j # m 2 1. If 0 # k # m 2 1, then the








[a jk(1 1 ai2j 1 (a(i2j))2 1 ? ? ? 1 (a(i2j))m21)]




aik if i 5 j.
Therefore if i ? j then e1 ? ej 5 0 and if i 5 j, e2i 5 ei . Thus the m idempotents
ei , 0 # i # m 2 1, in FCm are orthogonal and this proves the theorem.
2.2. EXAMPLES. (i) Primitive idempotents in FC2 (q 5 2G 1 1) are
e0 5 (G 1 1)(1 1 g)
e1 5 (G 1 1)(1 2 g).
(ii) By Theorem 2.1, primitive idempotents in FC3(q 5 3G 1 1) are
e0 5 (2G 1 1)(1 1 g 1 g2)
e1 5 (2G 1 1)(1 1 ag 1 a2g2)
e2 5 (2G 1 1)(1 1 a2g 1 ag2),
where a is a primitive cube root of unity in F.
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If q 5 3G 1 2, then two primitive idempotents in FC3 are
e0 5 (G 1 1)(1 1 g 1 g2)
e1 5 (G 1 1)(2 2 g 2 g2).
(iii) If q 5 4G 1 3, then primitive idempotents in FC4 are given by
e0 5 (G 1 1)(1 1 g 1 g2 1 g3)
e1 5 (G 1 1)(1 2 g 1 g2 2 g3)
e2 5 2(G 1 1)(1 2 g2).
If q 5 4G 1 1 then by Theorem 2.1, the primitive idempotents in FC4 are
e0 5 (q 2 G)(1 1 g 1 g2 1 g3)
e1 5 (q 2 G)(1 1 ag 2 g2 2 ag3)
e2 5 (q 2 G)(1 2 g 1 g2 2 g3)
e3 5 (q 2 G)(1 2 ag 2 g2 1 ag3),
where a2 5 21 in F.
(iv) Primitive idempotents of Z13C6 are
e0 5 11(1 1 g 1 g2 1 g3 1 g4 1 g5)
e1 5 11(1 1 4g 1 3g2 1 12g3 1 9g4 1 10g5)
e2 5 11(1 1 3g 1 9g2 1 g3 1 3g4 1 9g5)
e3 5 11(1 1 12g 1 g2 1 12g3 1 g4 1 12g5)
e4 5 11(1 1 9g 1 3g2 1 g3 1 9g4 1 3g5)
e5 5 11(1 1 10g 1 9g2 1 12g3 1 3g4 1 4g5).
3. PRIMITIVE IDEMPOTENTS IN FCpn, WHERE q HAS ORDER
f(pn) MOD pn
In this section we assume that Cpn 5 kgl is a finite cyclic group of order
pn for some odd prime p and integer n $ 1. F is a field of prime power order
q with (p, q) 5 1. We further assume that q has order f(pn) modulo pn.
Berman [1, p. 22] gave explicit expressions (without proof) for the [n 1
1] primitive idempotents in FCpn where q(5 O(F)) is a prime number such
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that (q, p) 5 1 and q is primitive root mod pi for all i $ 1. For these
expressions, Blake and Mullin [2] commented that it is tedious to verify
that these expressions are idempotents. In this section, Theorem 3.5, we
completely describe the primitive idempotents in FCpn. If, in Theorem 3.5,
q is a prime number, our results agree with the results of Berman, but with
little difference in the form presented.
3.1. LEMMA. Let q be a prime power and suppose that q has order f( pn)
mod pn. Then there are n distinct nonzero q-cyclotomic cosets mod pn
given by
Vi 5 h pi21, pi21q, . . . , pi21qf( p
n2i11)21j
for 1 # i # n.
Proof. Since q has order f(pn) mod pn, so q also has order f(pn2j11)
mod pn2j11, 1 # j # n. Then
qf( p
n2j11) ; 1 (mod pn2j11)
or
p j21qf( p
n2j11) ; p j21 (mod pn).
Hence,
Vj 5 h p j21, p j21q, . . . , p j21qf( p
n2j11)21j
are nonzero distinct q-cyclotomic cosets mod pn.
As oni51 f(pi) 5 pn 2 1, it then follows that V1 , V2 , . . . , Vn are the
only distinct nonzero q-cyclotomic cosets mod pn.
Notation. For 1 # i # n, write Ci 5 os[Vi gs [ FCpn.
3.2. LEMMA. If i , j, then
Ci ? Cj 5 pn2j(p 2 1)Ci .
Proof. Clearly
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where ti 1 tj ; tij (mod pn). As pi21 divides ti and tj , it then follows that
pi21 divides tij , and hence tij Ó Vk for k , i. Equivalently for k , i,
supp(Ck) > Supp(CiCj) 5 f. Further tij Ó Vk for k . i, because if
tij [ Vk for some k . i then pi divides ti , which is a contradiction. Hence
Supp(Ck) > Supp(Ci , Cj) 5 f for k . i. Thus tij [ Vi . It is then easily seen
that for tj [ Vj , tj 1 Vi 5 htj 1 ti u ti [ Vij 5 Vi . As Vj contains
pn2j(p 2 1) elements, we get
Ci ? Cj 5 pn2j(p 2 1)Ci .
3.3. LEMMA. (Ci)2 5 pn2i(p 2 2)Ci 1 pn2i(p 2 1)h1 1 Ci11 1 Ci12 1
? ? ? 1 Cnj.
Proof. Obviously
(Ci)2 5 O gt9,
where t9 ; pi21qk1 1 pi21qk2(mod pn) for 0 # k1 , k2 # f(pn2i11) 2 1. As
pi21 divides t9, Supp(Ck) > Supp(Ci)2) 5 f for k , i. For k $ i, we assert
that Supp(Ck) > Supp(Ci)2 is either f or is equal to Supp(Ck). If gt
9 [
Supp(Ci)2 > Supp(Ck) then t9 [ Vk is such that
t9 ; pi21qk1 1 pi21qk2 (mod pn).
Then
t9q ; pi21qk111 1 pi21qk211 (mod pn)
implies that gt9q [ supp((Ci)2). Similarly gt9q
j
[ supp((Ci)2) for 0 # j #
f(pn2k11) 2 1 and the assertion follows. From above it also follows that
if for some t9 [ Vk , gt9 [ supp((Ci)2) then gt9 [ supp((Ci)2) for every t9 [
Vk . Thus if supp Ck > supp((Ci)2) ? f, then Ck appears as a complete
block in the expansion of (Ci)2 and to find its coefficient it is sufficient to
find the coefficient of gt9 for some t9 [ Vk in (Ci)2.
We find the coefficient of g p
i21
in (Ci)2 as follows. In
(x 1 x2 1 x3 1 ? ? ? 1 x p
n
1pi2121)2 (1)
the coefficient of x p
n
1pi21 obviously equals
pn 1 pi21 2 1. (2)
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Let
X1 5 hx [ Vj u 1 # j # i 2 1j < h pn 1 1, pn 1 2, . . . , pn 1 pi21 2 1j,














The coefficient of g p
i21
in (Ci)2 is the coefficient of x p
n
1pi21 in oa,b[X3 xa1b
of (3). Suppose a 1 b 5 pn 1 pi21. If a [ X1 , then pi21 /\ a ⇒ pi21 /\ b
implies that b [ X1 . Thus the coefficient of x p
n
1pi21 in oa,b[X1 xa1b is
uX1u 5 Oi21
j51
f(pn2j11) 1 pi21 2 1
5 (pn2i11 1 1)(pi21 2 1), (4)










is 0. If a [ X2 , then pi u a ⇒ pi /\ b and pi21 u b ⇒ b [ X3 . Thus the
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is
2uX2u 5 2 S1 1 On
j5i11
f(pn2j11)D5 2pn2i. (5)
So by (2), (3), and (5) the coefficient of x p
n
1pi21 in oa,b[X3 xa1b is
(pn 1 pi21 2 1) 2 (pn2i21 1 1) (pi21 2 1) 2 2pn2i 5 pn2i (p 2 2),
agreeing with the statement in the lemma. The coefficient of 1 and Ck for
k . i in (Ci)2 is the number of solutions of
pm ; pi21qk1 1 pi21qk2 (mod pn),
where m 5 n, and m 5 k 2 1, respectively. But for each k1 there is a
unique k2 as pi21 u (pm 2 pi21qk1) and p does not divide q. Thus the number
of solutions for fixed m is f(pn2i11)) 5 (p 2 1) pn2i, completing the proof
of the lemma.
3.4. LEMMA. (1 1 Ci11 1 Ci12 1 ? ? ? 1 Cn)2 5 pn2i (1 1 Ci11 1
? ? ? 1 Cn).
Proof.
h(1) 1 (Ci11 1 Ci12 1 ? ? ? 1 Cn)j2
5 1 1 2(Ci11 1 ? ? ? 1 Cn) 1 C2i11 1 C2i12 1 ? ? ? 1 C2n
1 2Ci11 (Ci12 1 ? ? ? 1Cn) 1 2Ci12 (Ci13 1 ? ? ? 1 Cn)
1 ? ? ? 1 2Cn21Cn .
By repeated application of Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3,
5 1 1 2(Ci11 1 ? ? ? 1 Cn) 1 pn2i21(p 2 2)Ci11 1 pn2i21(p 2 1)h1 1 Ci12
1 ? ? ? 1 Cnj 1 ? ? ? 1 (p 2 2) Cn 1 (p 2 1) 1 2Ci11 hpn2i22(p 2 1)
1 pn2i23(p 2 1) 1 ? ? ? 1 (p 2 1)j 1 ? ? ? 1 2Cn21(p 2 1)
5 pn2i 1 h2 1 pn2i21(p 2 2) 1 2(pn2i21 2 1)j(Ci11 1 ? ? ? 1 Cn)
5 pn2i(1 1 Ci11 1 ? ? ? 1 Cn)
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3.5 THEOREM. FCpn has n 1 1 primitive idemopotents given by
e0 5
1
pn S1 1 Oni51 CiD




[(p 2 1)(1 1 Ci11 1 ? ? ? 1 Cn) 2 Ci].
Proof. It is easy to see that e0 is an idempotent with one as its sum of





[(p 2 1)2(1 1 Ci11 1 ? ? ? 1 Cn)2 2 2(p 2 1)(1 1 Ci11
1 ? ? ? 1 Cn)Ci 1 (Ci)2].




[ pn2i(p21)2(11Ci11 1? ? ?1Cn)22(p21)h11pn2i21(p21)
1pn2i22(p21)1? ? ?1(p21)jCi 1pn2i(p22)Ci









[ pn2i11(p21)(11Ci11 1? ? ?1Cn)2pn2i11Ci]5ei .
Thus ei , 1 # i # n, are idempotents.
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[(p21)(11Ci11 1? ? ?1Cj21 1Cj 1Cj11




[(p21)2(11Cj11 1? ? ?1Cn)2 1(p21)2(Ci11 1? ? ?1Cj)
(11Cj11 1? ? ?1Cn)2(p21)Ci(11Cj11 1? ? ?1Cn)
2(p21)(11Ci11 1? ? ?1Cj21)Cj 2(p21)C2j 2(p21)
(Cj11 1? ? ?1Cn)Cj 1CiCj].




[ pn2j(p21)2(11Cj11 1? ? ?1Cn)1(p21)2Ci11
? h11pn2j21(p21)1? ? ?1(p21)j1Ci12h11pn2j21(p21)
1? ? ?1(p21)j1? ? ?1Cjh11pn2j21(p21)1? ? ?1(p21)j
2(p21)Cih11pn2j21(p21)1? ? ?1(p21)j2(p21)Cj
2pn2j(p21)2(Ci11 1? ? ?1Cj21)





[ pn2j(p21)2(11Cj11 1? ? ?1Cn)1pn2j(p21)2(Ci11
1? ? ?1Cj)2pn2j(p21)Ci 2(p21)Cj 2pn2j(p21)2(Ci11 1? ? ?1Cj21)
2pn2j(p21)(p22)Cj 2pn2j(p21)2(11Cj11 1? ? ?1Cn)




[h pn2j(p21)2 2pn2j(p21)2j(11Cj11 1? ? ?1Cn)
1 h pn2j(p21)2 2pn2j(p21)2j(Ci11 1? ? ?1Cj21)2 h pn2j(p21)
2pn2j(p21)jCi 1 h pn2j(p21)2 2(p21)2pn2j(p21)(p22)
2(pn2j 21)(p21)jCj]50.
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Hence ei , 1 # i # n, are orthogonal idempotents. Clearly for 1 # i # n,
the sum of the coefficients of ei is
5 (p 2 1) S1 1 On
j5i11
f(pn2j11)D2 f(pn2i11)
5 (p 2 1) S1 1 On
j5i11
pn2j(p 2 1)D2 pn2i(p 2 1)
5 (p 2 1)(pn2i) 2 pn2i(p 2 1) 5 0.
Therefore e0 ? ei 5 0, 1 # i # n, and he0 , e1 , . . . , enj is the set of n 1 1
orthogonal idempotents of FCpn, completing the proof.
4. GENERATING POLYNOMIALS
Recall that if I is a cyclic code of length m with g(x) as a generating
polynomial, then from [3, Theorem 1, p. 190], g(x) divides x m 2 1. Then
the polynomial
h(x) 5
x m 2 1
g(x)
is called the check polynimial of I. For an idempotent e 5 og[G aigi in FG,
we denote e(x) 5 o ai xi. Since (m, q) 5 1, xm 2 1 has no multiple zeroes.
Thus (g(x), h(x)) 5 1. Hence if e is the unique idempotent generating an
ideal I in FCm 5 F (x)/kxm 2 1l with g(x) as its generating polynomial, then
g(x) 5 (e(x), xm 2 1).
Further if degree g(x) 5 s then dim I 5 m 2 s.







where a is a primitive mth root of unity in F, are the primitive idempotents
(given by Theorem 2.1) of BCH or in particular (when G 5 1) RS code of
length m over F. The check polynomial and the generator polynomial of
the code generated by ei are, respectively,
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(sum of k consecutive primitive idempotents). The check polynomial and










Using the above we construct an RS code of length 6 and minimum distance
5 and a BCH code of length 5 and minimum distance 3.
4.2. EXAMPLE. Primitive idempotents of Z7C6 with corresponding check
polynomial h(x) are:
Primitive idempotent h(x)
e0 5 6(1 1 g 1 g2 1 g3 1 g4 1 g5) x 2 1
e1 5 6(1 1 3g 1 2g2 1 6g3 1 4g4 1 5g5) x 2 5
e2 5 6(1 1 2g 1 4g2 1 g3 1 2g4 1 4g5) x 2 4
e3 5 6(1 1 6g 1 g2 1 6g3 1 g4 1 6g5) x 2 6
e4 5 6(1 1 4g 1 2g2 1 g3 1 4g4 1 2g5) x 2 2
e5 5 6(1 1 5g 1 4g2 1 6g3 1 2g4 1 3g5) x 2 3
Here a 5 3. Idempotents of [6, 2, 5] RS code over Z7 with corresponding
generator polynomials are:
Idempotents Generator polynomials
e90 5 e0 1 e1 x4 1 6x3 1 3x2 1 2x 1 4
e91 5 e1 1 e2 x4 1 2x3 1 5x2 1 5x 1 1
e92 5 e2 1 e3 x4 1 3x3 1 6x2 1 2x 1 2
e93 5 e3 1 e4 x4 1 x3 1 3x2 1 5x 1 4
e94 5 e4 1 e5 x4 1 5x3 1 5x2 1 2x 1 1
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4.3. EXAMPLE. Let b be a primitive 5th root of unity in GF (34). Primitive
idempotents of GF (34)C5 with their check polynomials are:
Primitive idempotents Check polynomial
(x 2 1)e0 5
1
5
(1 1 g 1 g2 1 g3 1 g4)
(x 2 b4)e1 5
1
5
(1 1 bg 1 b2g2 1 b3g3 1 b4g4)
(x 2 b3)e2 5
1
5
(1 1 b2g 1 b4g2 1 bg3 1 b3g4)
(x 2 b2)e3 5
1
5
(1 1 b3g 1 bg2 1 b4g3 1 b2g4)
(x 2 b)e4 5
1
5
(1 1 b4g 1 b3g2 1 b2g3 1 bg4)
Then idempotens of the [5, 2, 3] BCH codes with their generator polynomi-
als are:
Idempotents Generator polynomial
e0 1 e1 x3 1 a42x2 1 a34x 1 a56
e1 1 e2 x3 1 a26x2 1 a2x 1 a8
e2 1 e3 x3 1 a10x2 1 a50x 1 a40
e3 1 e4 x3 1 a74x2 1 a18x 1 a72
Here b 5 a16 and a is a primitive element of GF (34), satisfying the primitive
polynomial x4 1 x 1 2.
4.4. Minimal codes of length pn. For 1 # i # n, put X i 5 os[Vi xs, where
x is an indeterminate. Let Ei denote the ideal of FCpn 5 F[x]/kx p
n
2 1l
generated by the idempotent ei , given by Theorem 3.5 with generator
polynomial gi(x). Observe that
(1 2 x p
n
) 5 (1 2 x p
i
)(1 1 X i11 1 ? ? ? 1 X n)
5 (1 2 (x p
i21
) p)(1 1 X i11 1 ? ? ? 1 X n)
5 (1 2 x p
i21
)(1 1 X i11 1 ? ? ? 1 X n) (1 1 x p
i21







[h(1 2 x p
i21
)(1 1 X i11 1 ? ? ? 1 X n)jh(p 2 1) 1 (p 2 2)x p
i21
1 (p 2 3)x 2p
i21
1 ? ? ? 1 x(p22)p
i21j].
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Thus (1 2 x p
i21
)(1 1 X i11 1 ? ? ? 1 X n) is a common factor of (1 2 x p
n
)
and ei(x). Further, since
[(x p
i21
2 1)h(p 2 1) 1 (p 2 2)x p
i21
1 ? ? ? 1 x(p22)p
i21j] 1 p




1 ? ? ? 1 x (p21)p
i21
so we get that (1 1 x p
i21
)(1 1 X i11 1 ? ? ? 1 X n) 5 (ei x), (x p
n
2 1)). Hence
for 1 # i # n,
gi(x) 5 (1 2 x p
i21
) S1 1 On
j5i11
X jD, g0(x) 5 S1 1 On
j51
X jD .
Let d(Ei) denote the minimum distance of the code Ei , for 1 # i # n; since




Further, for 1 # i # n,
deg gi(x) 5 pn 2 pi 1 pi11
so
dim(Ei) 5 pn 2 deg gi(x) 5 f(pi).
4.5. EXAMPLE. Let G 5 kgl be a cyclic group of order 53 5 125, and
let F 5 GF(q), where q has order f(53) 5 100 mod 125 (for example q 5
127 satisfies this criterion). Then by Lemma 3.1, the q-cyclotomic cosets
mod 125 are
V1 5 h1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12, 13, 14, 16, . . . ,
121, 122, 123, 124j
V2 5 h5, 10, 15, 20, 30, 35, 40, 45, 55, 60, 65, 70, 80,
85, 90, . . . , 95, 105, 110, 115, 120j
V3 5 h25, 50, 75, 100j


















The codes E0 , E1 , E2 , E3 are cyclic of block length 125 with parameters
as follows:
Code Dimension Distance Generating polynomial
E0 1 125 g0(x) 5 1 1 x 1 x2 1 ? ? ? 1 x124
E1 4 50 g1(x) 5 (1 2 x)(1 1 x5 1 x10 1 x15 1 x20 1 x25 1 x30
1 x35 1 x40 1 x45 1 x50 1 x55 1 x60 1 x65
1 x70 1 x75 1 x80 1 x85 1 x90 1 x95 1 x100
1 x105 1 x110 1 x115 1 x120)
E2 20 10 g2(x) 5 (1 2 x5)(1 1 x25 1 x50 1 x75 1 x100)
E3 100 2 g3(x) 5 1 2 x25
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